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Key approaches to supervision

		Approaches		Defined

		Institutional  
China,  Hong Kong,
and Mexico		Approach in which a firm’s legal status (for example, a bank, broker-dealer, or insurance company) determines which regulator is tasked with overseeing its activity from both a safety and soundness and a business conduct perspective.

		Functional
Brazil,  France,  Italy, and Spain		Approach is one in which supervisory oversight is determined by the business that is being transacted by the entity, without regard to its legal status. Each type of business may have its own functional regulator.

		Integrated
Singapore,  Bahrain		Approach is one in which a single universal regulator conducts both safety and soundness oversight and conduct-of-business regulation or all the sectors of financial services business.

		Twin Peaks
Netherlands,  and Australia		a form of regulation by objective,  is one in which there is a separation of regulatory functions between two regulators: one that performs the safety and soundness supervision function and the other that focuses on conduct-of-business regulation.

		Unique
USA		Functional and institutional mixture
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Global supervisory regimes - Before & After

		Country		Before current crisis		Moving towards ……..

		USA		Functional/Institutional		Twin Peaks/ Integrated mix

		UK		Integrated		Twin Peaks

		Holland		Twin Peaks		No change

		Italy		Functional		Twin Peaks 

		Spain		Functional		Twin Peak

		France		Functional		Twin Peaks 

		Canada		Integrated/Twin Peaks		No change 

		Singapore		Integrated		No change 
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Singapore, 

Bahrain









“FSA”

UK, Japan, Canada

Scandinavia,

Belgium and more







“Three Peaks”

Australia



Germany, Austria
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“Twin Peaks”

The Netherlands

Institutional ............................. Functional?















Moving towards a Twin Peaks Model
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Banking
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Securities











Group of Thirty, Washington, DC 2008
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 The structure of Financial Supervision Approaches and Challenges in a Global Marketplace:























USA – Functional & Institutional model

The US financial and regulatory system is the global exception to the rule. 

It does not fall within any specific structure but is a combination of functional and institutional models. 

The key bodies are the FRB, SEC, CFTC, OCC, FDIC, OTS, NCUA, FHLBB,  FINRA, FFIEC,  state regulators….. 



CHANGES: Dodd-Frank Act of July, 2010 creates an improved framework for identifying and mitigating systemic risk

 Includes a more effective approach to prudential regulations as well as consumer protection
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USA – Functional & Institutional cont’d

The Act creates new systemic risk regulation rules:

Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC)

Investor protection & new regulation of securities rules

Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (BCFP).

New orderly liquidation authority rules

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) 

New Bankruptcy and Insolvency Codes

 The Volcker Rules

By prohibiting proprietary trading by banks and financial institutions

Re-regulation of derivatives markets

Minimum leverage & risk-based capital requirements
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UK – Integrated model

Traditionally the FSA has had all-encompassing powers to oversee the conduct of business and microprudential regulation with the BOE having macroprudential regulatory authority.



CHANGES: The regulatory framework will move towards a twin peak like model. The FSA will cease to exist in its current form. In its place, the government intends to establish the following new entities between now and the end of 2012:

Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA)— will be responsible for the prudential regulation of financial firms.

Consumer Protection and Markets Authority (CPMA)— will regulate firms providing financial services to consumers. 

Financial Policy Committee (FPC)— will have responsibility for macro issues potentially affecting economic and financial stability. 

Economic Crime Agency (ECA)—will prosecute economic and financial crimes. 
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Supervisory landscape in the UK 
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Holland – Twin Peak model

The Central Bank of Netherlands (DNB) was responsible for Macroprudential (systemic stability). Microprudential and conduct of business were under a few other regulatory bodies.



CHANGES: The Twin Peaks approach was developed in 2004 and was improved after the crisis by the DNB initiating key structural changes:

Improved financial institutions risk analysis to help identify key risks

Open and communicative strategy with the government and with the AFM. 

The Council for Financial Supervisors (RFT) has also been created in order to ensure the seamless exchange of information between regulatory stakeholders.
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Supervisory landscape in Holland 
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Australia – Three Peaks model

A strict”twin peaks” like approach has been followed where supervision is organized along the following tracks: 

Prudential supervision for all firms (banks, investment firms, insurance, and pension funds) is exercised by APRA, the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. 

Market supervision aimed at market integrity and consumer protection is in the hands of ASIC, the Australian Securities and Investments 

Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) oversees systemic stability, predominantly through its influence over monetary policy, 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) regulates anti-competitive behavior.
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Singapore - Integrated

Singapore has an integrated financial regulatory structure

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has the authority to regulate the banking, securities, futures, and insurance industries in the nation-state. 



CHANGE: The Securities and Futures (Amendment) Act 2009 was passed to amend the Securities and Futures Act 

MAS issued a consultation paper in 2010 to propose amendments to the Securities and Futures (Offers of Investments) (Shares and Debentures) Regulations 2005 ("SFR"). 

Other than that, currently, there is no significant debate on regulatory structure.
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Key feature of the Twin Peaks model

Regulation by Objective

One agency’s regulatory objective is (Macro + Micro) prudential supervision with the primary goal of safety and soundness and 

The second agency’s goal is to focus primarily on business conduct and consumer protection issues.  
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Benefits, according to the G30 Report
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The prudential supervisor may give precedence to safety and soundness,  over Consumer protection. TP will help prevent that.

A means of achieving the benefits of the Integrated Approach with the added distinct emphasis on consumer protection issues, particularly for retail customers.

Each regulator can hire employees with appropriate expertise for their specific functions. Prudential regulators employ business & economic expertise while business conduct regulators focus on hiring enforcement oriented staffs. 

It is the new direction of many world economies as a response to the current crisis.  Australia and the Netherlands before and US, UK, Spain, Italy and  France to name a few.













According to the IMF report on The Netherlands released 12/14/2010. 
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Issues of independence are at stakes.

Netherlands has over the past decade introduced a financial sector supervisory model that is being studied closely in many countries.

The “twin peaks” model of supervision provided additional strengths, perhaps not foreseen at the outset, but have become evident.

The DNB has the ability to take a systemic view across the financial sector as a whole, and the ability to react quickly and decisively.











According to the IMF report on The Netherlands released 12/14/2010. 
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The allocation of the prudential function to DNB was important to restore credibility.  The supervision of Netherlands banks by DNB has achieved a high level of compliance. 

AFM uses onsite-supervision, complemented with an institution-based program of both off-site and on-site supervision of high-impact firms.

The coordinated response of the Ministry of Finance , DNB, and AFM during the crisis proved effective in handling an unprecedented situation. 

Overall the Netherlands has developed a robust supervisory framework that exhibits high levels of implementation of the IOSCO Principles. 













The way forward 

Need for change – increasing demand on supervisors effectiveness and accountability

Interwoven regulatory financial supervision with no clear boundaries is a major concern

Separation of prudential/systemic from Conduct-of-business and consumer protection is called for

Independence of supervisors is recognized to be an essential element for effective supervision. 

provide regulators with legal protection for their official actions as institutions. 

Checks and balances can be achieved by having each of the two regulators (peaks) report to two different government agencies.
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Issues that need to be tackled
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Independence

Lines of authority

Coordination

Licensing, penalties, fees, ….

Mandate (equals, issuing regulations, …
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Bracewell & Giuliani Seminar on: 



Implementation of the

"Twin Peaks" Model; The Australian Experience



Ian Johnston, Chief Executive - DFSA
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Cultural’ difference is recognised

Functional Expertise is maximised

Both conduct and prudential matters receive attention

More chance of consistency across sectors

Sectors addresses regulatory arbitrage





Twin Peaks – The Pluses





But experience tells me………

You need to get the boundaries right

Institutions will complain of duplication

Agencies need to talk

It won’t be right first time 
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PRUDENT SUPERVISION & BUSINESS CONDUCT
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The Twin Peaks Model
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2008 Crisis and the Emergence of Twin Peaks

“… still more important than poor supervisory approach were deficient rules, deficient structure, and dangerous culture.” Adair Turner, Mansion House Speech, October 2012. 



		Rapid evolution in financial markets had study of efficacy of financial regulation already underway

		March 2008 US Treasury Blueprint for a Modernized Financial Regulatory Structure

		October 2008 Group of 30 The Structure of Financial Supervision
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2008 Crisis and the Emergence of Twin Peaks

		G-30 Report surveys 17 countries and identifies four approaches to supervision

		Institutional

		Functional

		Integrated

		Twin Peaks 
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2008 Crisis and the Emergence of Twin Peaks

		And observes

		“no one model has proven unambiguously superior in achieving all the objectives of regulation” but

		“growing interest in and support for ‘regulation by objective’ of the Twin Peaks Approach to supervision”

		Existing at time in Australia since 1997

		The Netherlands - implemented 1999 – 2004

		Under consideration at the time in France, Italy, Spain and the U.S. 
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Twin Peaks: Two Regulators – Two Functions

		Two functions:

		Prudent supervisory/safety and soundness

		Business or financial conduct regulation

		With caveats:

		Not all functions strictly placed in one or the other division 

		Overall coordinating body may exist above the “peaks”
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PRUDENT SUPERVISORY REGULATOR

The Twin Peaks Model			
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Prudent Supervisory Regulator – Goals 

		Stability of Financial System

		Keep it working!

		Protection of Depositors
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Prudent Supervisory Regulator -- Functions

		Licensing of Institutions

		Oversight of compliance with regulatory policy

		Capital

		Asset Quality

		Management/Governance

		Earnings

		Liquidity

		Onsite inspections

		Offsite monitoring
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Prudent Supervisory Regulator -- Functions

		Enforcement

		Facilitate orderly  exit for insolvent institutions
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Prudent Supervisory Regulator -- Observations

		Regardless of structure, a prudent regulator must have:

		Experienced staff

		Laws and regulations alone are not enough

		Supervision is key

		Supervisor must understand the institutions being supervised and the products they offer

		Supervisory staff needs to be at least as smart as the management running the supervised institutions – Supervisors have to be willing to pay for talent
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Prudent Supervisory Regulator -- Observations

		Regardless of structure, a prudent regulator must have:

		Clarity of expectations

		Rational regulatory regime

		Power to act

		Authority to exercise judgment

		Respect/deference

		Independence

		Political

		Financial
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Prudent Supervisory Regulator -- Observations

		You can have all of these requirements whether there is one regulatory body (like the DFSA) or a lot of them (like the U.S.).

		If more than one 

		They all have to talk to each other and freely share information – protection of “turf” is counterproductive and dangerous

		They must have regard for each others’ objectives and requirements
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BUSINESS CONDUCT REGULATOR

The Twin Peaks Model			
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Business Conduct Regulator -- Goals

		Investors and other customers are treated fairly Markets are transparent, resilient, efficient, and fair

		Fraud and other financial crime is minimized
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Business Conduct Regulator -- Functions

		Supervise financial markets and actors:

		Companies and

		Financial intermediaries

		Protect – and Educate – investors
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Business Conduct Regulator -- Functions

		Supervise financial markets and actors:

		Companies

		Public Offers

		Listing requirements

		Tenders, takeovers, and mergers

		Governance

		Disclosure, including financial reporting
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Business Conduct Regulator -- Functions

		Supervise financial markets and actors:

		Financial intermediaries

		General requirements of honesty, professional conduct, and fair dealing

		Market conduct rules 

		Licensing and testing

		Internal supervision

		Inspection
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Business Conduct Regulator -- Functions

		Protect – and educate -- investors

		Regulatory interpretation and guidance

		Enforcement

		Investor education

		Bottom line: do firms deliver good outcomes – in terms of execution, service, and overall fair treatment – to customers?
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KEYS TO SUCCESS

The Twin Peaks Model			
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Keys to Success

		Clear objectives – understood both by regulated firms and regulatory staff

		Well coordinated transition

		Firms need to know

		What is expected of them under new structure

		How transition will occur 

		When it will occur
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Keys to Success

		Well coordinated transition

		Regulatory staff need familiarity with

		The operations of the market(s) they now regulate

		The operations of the firms they now regulate

		New rules and requirements they promote and enforce

		Coordination between the Peaks

		Both of equal import

		M.O.U. critical to promote

		Coordination of dual supervisory situations

		Resolution of conflicting assessment results
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Keys to Success

		Sufficient Resources

		Recognition of and response to environment and needs in the region in the structure and implementation of regulatory framework



Before you can make an effective start towards your goals, you must have a good understanding of your current situation and all of its circumstances. 
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THANK YOU

Robert L. Clarke				       Paul S. Maco










Twin Peaks Model  
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Promote robust supervision and regulation of financial firms

Goals of Financial Regulation 

Page 3

Establish comprehensive supervision of financial markets. 

Protect consumers and investors from financial abuse.

Provide governments with the tools they need to manage financial crises. 

Raise international regulatory standards and improve international cooperation.
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Goals of Financial Regulation

“However, in practice, achieving these goals is easier said than done….”

“Choosing the right regulatory model is paramount for effectiveness in supervision...”

Page 4
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Size of the country, constitutional structure.

Factors that influence the choice of Model

		U.A.E.		

		Size of Country		83,600 sq. Km

		Constitutional Structure		Federation of 
7 Emirates
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Size of the economy.



Complexity and sophistication of the  financial system.

Size of the banking system and capital markets as % of GDP.

Funding of Corporate - Source of funds.

Market capitalization of the stock market.

		Size of Economy		GDP $360Bn

		GDP Growth 2011		4.9%

				



		Complexity and sophistication of financial system		

				



		Market Capitalization (2009)		$109.62Bn



		Source of funds		International Markets

				



		Size of Banking System and Capital Markets 
as % of GDP		
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“Changes in regulatory structures happen usually after a crisis…”

Do regulatory models matter?



“Temptation by politicians to be seen ‘to do something’….”



Page 6
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Comprehensive: No market, no Financial Institution, no product without regulation and effective supervision.

Structure is not Irrelevant	

Page 7



Cost efficient: Avoid duplication of activities and resources.

Coordination: All aspects of any firm’s operation,  supervised coordination is key during  financial crisis and their management.
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Financial Supervision Structures
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 Institutional Approach

The Institutional Approach is one in which a firm’s legal status (for example, a bank, broker-dealer, or insurance company) determines which regulator is tasked with overseeing its activity from both a safety and soundness and a business conduct perspective.

  China           Mexico
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Functional Approach

The Functional Approach is one in which supervisory oversight is determined by the business that is being transacted by the entity, without regard to its legal status. Each type of business may have its own functional regulator.

  Brazil            Spain
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Integrated Approach

The Integrated Approach is one in which a single universal regulator conducts both safety and soundness oversight and conduct-of-business regulation for all the sectors of financial services business.

Germany         Qatar
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Twin Peaks Approach

The Twin Peaks approach, a form of regulation by objective, is one in which there is a separation of regulatory functions between two regulators: one that performs the safety and soundness supervision function and the other that focuses on conduct-of-business regulation.

Netherlands  Australia 
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Neither of the institutional  nor functional structures were adequate to face:

Traditional Approach Outmoded

Changes in the financial services industry



Changes in the nature and scope of the products



Changes in the industry structure



Changes in the players
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Regulatory structure according to objective or purpose

Two regulatory agencies:

Twin Peaks Model 

Financial stability: To ensure the prudential soundness of any financial institution irrespective of their legal form.

Consumer protection: To ensure adequate disclosure and consumer protection for all products.
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UK single regulator –FSA



 The choice of the UK’s Model

Page 11





Synergies between prudential and consumer protection 

Clear separation of roles

No one in charge for financial stability and for crisis management
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Single regulator not appropriate for the size, diversity and complexity of UK Financial System

Lessons from the crisis

Page 12

Importance of good crisis management 



Need to deal with the TBTF

Political priority given to consumer protection versus prudential regulation

Given equal billing to Central Bank and to FSA did not work in practice

Twin Peaks revisited
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Conservative government announced in June 2010 the move to Twin Peaks structure

Return to the Twin Peaks

Page 13

The goal was to create a system in which risks to the financial system are a top priority of the supervisory action

Improve crisis management

Focus on financial system stability

Prudential Regulatory Authority as prudential regulator  under the Old Lady

A Consumer Protection and Markets Authority
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Prudential Supervision

Conduct of Business





Prudential Regulation

Financial Code 

of Conduct

Twin Peaks Model in the UAE
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